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Problem

● “this correlation is 95% significant”
● “the significant values are printed in bold”
● “the trend is significant and therefore likely  

physical”



  

Problem 

● In a recent issue of a top journal in the field, 3/4 
of articles showed misuse of significance tests

● Probably even worse in some other fields?



  

Spot the error

(i) My measurement stands out from the noise.

(ii) So, my measurement is not likely to be caused by

noise.

(iii) It is therefore unlikely that what I am seeing is

noise.

(iv) The measurement is therefore positive evidence

that there is really something happening.

(v) This provides evidence for my theory.



  

General confused scientist thought process

(i) My measurement stands out from the noise.

(ii) So, my measurement is not likely to be caused by

noise.         p(measurement|H0) is low

(iii) It is therefore unlikely that what I am seeing is

noise.     p(H0) is low

(iv) The measurement is therefore positive evidence

that there is really something happening.

(v) This provides evidence for my theory 

                  this makes p(H1) more likely 
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Example: correlated time series

● We measure some strong correlation r0 
between two time series

● H: the time series are related, r0 is a measure of 
this relation

● H0: they are not related, r0 is a fluke

● Q: how likely is H0 to be valid? Lets do a 
significance test!



  

Example: correlated time series

● Q: how likely is H0 to be valid? Lets do a 
significance test!

● ...well, no, a significance test done properly will 
give us p(r>r0|H0), not p(H0|r>r0)

● = error of the transposed conditional



  



  

● “the time series are significantly correlated 
(p=0.05) ” = category error, since the low p 
value is a property of the unrelated time series, 
not related time series



  

● So what is p(H|r>r0),?

● Bayes theorem:
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